Secure and extensible cloud solution for omnichannel commerce

Tulip's API-first solutions are built from the ground up for the needs of sophisticated enterprise retailers. They're flexible, extensible, and secure.

**SECURITY & INTEGRATIONS**

**INTEGRATIONS**

Simple API-driven integrations

Tulip connects seamlessly into your broader technical landscape and exchanges data effortlessly with other systems through a set of flexible APIs so that you can deliver on business requirements quickly and efficiently.

- ERP
- Identity and access management
- Inventory management
- SMS service
- Order management
- Payment gateway
- PIM
- CRM
- Address validation service
- Digital commerce platform
- Email services
- POS
- Sales tax service

Trusted by the best
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EXTENSIBILITY
Adapt to custom processes and evolving requirements

Your business is unique—and sometimes you have specific needs around legacy integrations or custom feature development. Unlike rigid monolithic platforms, Tulip makes it simple to connect, extend, and adapt without losing out on the benefits of a versionless SaaS application.

Tulip's Bamboo Extensibility Framework lets retailers build out additional capabilities based on their existing environment using a set of flexible APIs and SDKs that enable retailers to access the core data stored in the Tulip platform, customize Tulip solutions and develop new applications.

SECURITY
Enterprise-grade security and data privacy

Tulip operates a formal Information Security Program designed to be compliant with the CCPA, GDPR, the PCI Data Security Standard and other relevant security and privacy standards and regulations.

Built from the ground up with security in mind, Tulip leverages industry best practices around multi-factor authentication; security standards and frameworks; data encryption; vulnerability management and information handling practices.

Visit tulip.com to learn more.